In this article, we give some important theorems of forward difference, backward difference, central difference and difference quotient and forward difference, backward difference, central difference and difference quotient formulas of some special functions.
·(cos(2·x)−cos(2·
(h−x))) (sin x·sin(x−h)) 2 . (9) Suppose x + h 2 ∈ dom (the function cot) and x − h 2 ∈ dom (the function cot). Then (δ h [(the function cot) (the function cot)])(x) = 1 2 ·(cos(h+2·x)−cos(h−2·x)) (sin(x+ h 2 )·sin(x− h 2 )) 2 . (10) If x 0 , x 1 ∈ dom cosec, then ∆[cosec cosec](x 0 , x 1 ) = 4·(sin(x 1 +x 0 )·sin(x 1 −x 0 )) (cos(x 0 +x 1 )−cos(x 0 −x 1 )) 2 ·(x 0 −x 1 ) . (11) If x, x + h ∈ dom cosec, then (∆ h [cosec cosec])(x) = − 4·sin(2·x+h)·sin h (cos(2·x+h)−cos h) 2 . (12) If x, x − h ∈ dom cosec, then (∇ h [cosec cosec])(x) = − 4·sin(2·x−h)·sin h (cos(2·x−h)−cos h) 2 . (13) If x+ h 2 , x− h 2 ∈ dom cosec, then (δ h [cosec cosec])(x) = − 4·sin(2·x)·sin h (cos(2·x)−cos h) 2 . (14) If x 0 , x 1 ∈ dom sec, then ∆[sec sec](x 0 , x 1 ) = 4·(sin(x 0 +x 1 )·sin(x 0 −x 1 )) (cos(x 0 +x 1 )+cos(x 0 −x 1 )) 2 ·(x 0 −x 1 ) . (15) If x, x + h ∈ dom sec, then (∆ h [sec sec])(x) = 4·sin(2·x+h)·sin h (cos(2·x+h)+cos h) 2 . (16) If x, x − h ∈ dom sec, then (∇ h [sec sec])(x) = 4·sin(2·x−h)·sin h (cos(2·x−h)+cos h) 2 . (17) If x + h 2 , x − h 2 ∈ dom sec, then (δ h [sec sec])(x) = 4·sin(2·x)·sin h (cos(2·x)+cos h) 2 . (18) If x 0 , x 1 ∈ dom cosec ∩ dom sec, then ∆[cosec sec](x 0 , x 1 ) = 4·(cos(x 1 +x 0 )·sin(x 1 −x 0 )) sin(2·x 0 )·sin(2·x 1 ) x 0 −x 1 . (19) If x + h, x ∈ dom cosec ∩ dom sec, then (∆ h [cosec sec])(x) = −4 · cos(2·x+h)·sin h sin(2·(x+h))·sin(2·x) . (20) If x − h, x ∈ dom cosec ∩ dom sec, then (∇ h [cosec sec])(x) = −4 · cos(2·x−h)·sin h sin(2·x)·sin(2·(x−h)) . (21) If x + h 2 , x − h 2 ∈ dom cosec ∩ dom sec, then (δ h [cosec sec])(x) = −4 · cos(2·x)·sin h sin(2·x+h)·sin(2·x−h) .(
)(x) = ((the function cot) (the function cos))(x + h) − ((the function cot) (the function cos))(x). (28) Suppose x ∈ dom (the function cot) and x − h ∈ dom (the function cot). Then (∇ h [(the function cot) (the function cot) (the function sin)])(x) = ((the function cot) (the function cos))(x) − ((the function cot) (the function cos))(x − h). (29) Suppose x +
.
